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192 5
Repair of approach to gate on

26 th October the Darv/in Track.

Previous Paper.

The Hon . Co 1 . Secy . ,

I spoke to the Dean regarding this matter and
the gateway has since beenmvisitedo

2 . The gateway lies on a small stone run and has one

repairs .
3- The work done 4 years ago was

Subsequent Paper.

4 . I would suggest/

TRN/LAN/2#3 j
________ j

small gate for horsemen and a large double gate for sheep.

These gates are in need of repair. The wire fence also needs

c.s.

apparently to remove 
the large stones on the track through the gateway to the sides. 
The tp?ack is still very rough , and , in my opinion , is somewhat 
dangerous for horsemen.



4 .

ground is clear. The present double gate would be available
for use by shepherds and the small single gate could be
permanently fastened.

5-

The unallocated balance under Head XVII - , item 1 ,

Reads , Drains & Bridges is now £72 . 14. 2 .

12th November, 1925-

A-

77

Colonial Engineer.

The estimatedorst to provide and hang the new gate, 
repair existing gates and repair the fence is £15-
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I would suggest that a new gate , 5 ft wide , be placed 
a few yards to the north-east of the double gate , where the
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c.s.o. No.
Inside Minute Paper. Sheet No.

2 . The work of repair ire; approach to gate on the
Darwin Track . hanging of gate and repairs to fence etc .
have now been completed .

Colonial Engineer
1st April 1926 •

T

21/4/26.

noted and returned.

Col; Engineer.

. Eon .Col . Secy .
Noted .

Thank you9
The Hon; Colonial Secretary.



From His Excellency the Governor

to The Honourable the Colonial Secretary.
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